Editors: Claire Parker, Phillip Lawrence

Andy McIrvin

Networking

Professionalism

Historically students that get an internship at Horizon or
Alaska airlines usually end up working there some day.
Why? Because they become known reliable individuals to
that company. You make the company HR department’s
job easy if they have worked with you and they know your
reputation as a professional person. The old axiom “It is a
small world” applies here. In the aviation world, just about
everyone knows someone who either used to know you or
still does. Word of mouth can be just as powerful as the
best-written resume. We get calls from employers from
time to time about former students. What kind of a student
were they? Would you re-hire them? Keep in touch with
your peers and former flight instructors. You might find
you have an interview someday because they walked your
resume in to the airline HR office where they now work. I
have personally seen a former student get his former instructor a major airline job by walking his resume into the
chief pilot at JETBLUE airlines and recommending him.

Believe it or not, since you have walked in the door at CWU Aviation, your reputation as a pilot has started. Do you show up on
time? Are you prepared to flight train? Are you motivated to finish? Are you a safe pilot? In other words –Are you a Professional? These are all qualities that get looked at when it’s time to hire
an employee, recommend to another employer, or award an internship. The reputation you build will stay with you- so make it
the best one you can. Whether you are a major airline Captain, a
brand new regional First Officer, or a low paid freight pilot- it
does not matter. The aviation industry depends on you for your
professionalism and reliability. Anything less is not tolerated and
the individual is let go. A reputation for poor performance, reliability, or lack of professionalism is hard- if not impossible to
shake once you have it. I have seen a few people dig an unrecoverable hole in one of these areas and end up having to switch careers.

Goal Setting
No matter what you do in life it is vital to set realistic achievable
goals to get there. An aviation career is no exception. As a pilot
you must look at both your short term and long term desires.
Where do I want to be next year, in five years, who do I want to
work for? Once these questions are answered, chart yourself a
plan to achieve them. Look at them rationally in terms of: are
they attainable, can I afford them, are they realistic for my current skill level, is there ample time budgeted to achieve them?
Once you have set your mind on your goals, you need to commit
your heart to finishing them. I’m talking about putting forth a
high level of determination and effort. If you don’t have the desire and drive to be a professional pilot- Folks it will not happen.

Andy McIrvin’s Statement Continued
Adaptability
What does four years of college education at CWU teach you? It teaches you how to keep and manage a schedule and also it
teaches you time management. Think about all the projects, quizzes, studying, and flying you have done so far. You have
had to manage your time wisely to make it all happen successfully. Deciding what is the most important thing to do right
now and budget the time for later to achieve the other long-term goals. It is this all-important skill of time management,
which will continue to help you once you reach that first pilot job wherever it may be.

Check rides
In an aviation career you will always be evaluated on your knowledge and proficiency. It is tough sometimes to manage the
stress of a check ride so you have an acceptable level of performance in the airplane. You can help yourself by being well
prepared prior to arriving for the exam. Every individual learns differently. Find a method you know that works for you and
use it. Whether that is using flash cards, re-writing notes, or a study buddy. Know your limitations. It is easy to say, “yeah I
read it”. Now ask yourself “do I truly understand this topic and can I apply it in the airplane”? If the answer is “well maybe”,
then you need to study some more to build that confidence. It’s amazing the confidence you will gain when you realize that
you thoroughly know all the material that will be asked! That extra confidence can then be carried into the flight where you
will now have a better chance to pass. Do not let one mistake in the airplane affect the rest of the check ride. There is no
good value in mentally beating yourself up to the point you cannot clearly think about the next set of problems before you. It
happened, and there is nothing you can now do to change it. Move on. Your flight instructor’s job is to also evaluate your
level of knowledge for a check ride. If he or she schedules you for a stage check, trust their experience and confidence in
your abilities. Over time, the more check rides you accomplish, the more confidence you will develop in knowing you can
successfully do them

- Andy McIrvin

With another white winter hopefully behind us, Spring 2019 should be an exciting one for Central’s Aviation Students.
New planes, new instructors, new mechanics, new simulators and constant improvements to safety and procedure will give
young pilots the best opportunities to fly with confidence, and progress to the next stage of flight training!

^ CWU’s newest Archer with autopilot: N546CW

An Interview with our Lead Mechanic, Ed LeFrance
When did you first get interested in Aviation and what interested you about it?
Ed grew up with a family friend who was a commercial pilot when he was just about 13 or 14. And started flying in
1974-1975.
When did you complete your AMP training?
Ed completed his AMP training in 1980.
Did you always want to become an AMP?
Central Washington Universities' Aircraft Mechanic Inspector Lead has always been interested in airplanes, both
the mechanic and flying aspects of aviation. He even flew commercially for a sheriff's department in Southern California for 11 years where he conducted surveillance work for narcotics investigations and transported inspectors
around the country.
How is Central different than other places you have worked at?
Before Central, Ed started as an AMP in 1980 and worked at a couple of FBOs, then the sheriff's department as a
Pilot Mechanic where he flew and worked on both Helicopters and Airplanes. He has worked all over the West
Coast. His last position before Central Washington Universities Aviation program was at Big Bend as a Support
Technician for their AMP program. Before that he worked for a Helicopter operator.

On the future of CWU!
Ed has been with Central since August of 2018 and really
enjoys it! When asked about the future of Central’s flight
program he was very hopeful! Ed is excited to carry on
with Central for a long time and see how the program continues to grow and improve.
Right now is a very busy time for the aviation department
as well as the mechanics, but Ed has confidently stated,
“It’s really getting better all the time!”.

Upcoming Events!


April 6th/13th: Wildcat Days



April 17th: All Hands Meeting. Science II Room 103



April 18th: Career Fair, SURC



May 13th: All hands meeting. Todd Simmons, VP, Sales and Marketing, Cirrus Aircraft

CWU Aviation Welcomes CFI Mychal Hornbeck
Mychal is from Camas, WA and graduated from central in 2018.
He has a 2 year old boxer named Boeing. He said he wanted to
flight instruct “To help the students in this program achieve their
dreams. Just like my instructors did for me. While instructing is a
way to acquire hours to go to the airlines, those hours are obtained on the backs of flight students who are following a path
that was forged by the people before them with a common goal
of becoming an airman.” Mychal is well liked by everyone here
at the Airport! He’s excited to see students progress and pass
their check rides!

Mychal Hornbeck with a well deserved CFI rating with DPE Jim Fish

N840CW: Central’s New Arrow!
This academic year Central purchased a brand new
Piper Arrow, 2 new Piper Seminoles and 6 new archers; one of which has an autopilot feature! The new arrow will allow commercial students to learn the ins and
outs of complex aircraft: now being able to use a controllable pitch propeller and retractable landing gear!
CWU has also invested in five new simulators; two of
which have G1000 capabilities. This makes training
easier and more accessible to students when planes
are down for maintenance, and when weather is below
minimums for flight!

Meet the Editors
Claire Parker: Hi! I’m a dispatcher for Central and I’m also halfway through commercial training. I love working with the flight
instructors and students here. It’s a great place to learn how to conquer the skies and enter the industry! My best tip for success
here is to bring Rich Bates maple bars.
Phillip Lawrence: I am a Senior in CWU’s Aviation Management program and will be graduating this year! I am also working
on my flight training. I am so thankful for all that this school has offered me from my education, to work opportunities, internship
experience and overall preparing me for my future!

